Impact of electrocardiogram recording format on QT interval measurement and QT dispersion assessment.
The aim of this study was to determine the effect of recording conditions on the operator dependent measures of QT dispersion in patients with known and/or suspected repolarization abnormalities. Among several methods for risk stratification, QT dispersion has been suggested as a simple estimate of repolarization abnormalities. In a cohort of high and low risk patients, different components of the repolarization process were assessed in the 12-lead ECG using three different paper speeds and amplifier gains. To assess measurement error and reproducibility, a straight line was repeatedly measured. The operator error was 0.675 +/- 0.02 mm and the repeatability of the measurement error was 31 +/- 6%. The QT interval was most frequently measurable in V2-V5. Depending on the lead selected for analysis, the incidence of visible U waves was greatest in the precordial leads with high amplifier gain and low paper speed, strongly affecting QT interval measurement. The timing of the onset of the QRS complex (QRS onset dispersion) or offset of the T wave was strongly dependent on the paper speed. Paper speed, but not amplifier gain, had a significant shortening effect on the measurement of the maximum QT interval. As QT interval measurement in each ECG lead incorporates QRS onset and T wave offset (depending on the number of visible U waves), the dispersion of each of these parameters significantly affected QT dispersion. Thus, QT dispersion appears to reflect merely the presence of more complex repolarization patterns in patients at risk of arrhythmias.